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zlotysfor/E+/Getty Images A bicycle works with rotating rubber wheels, transmission chains and gears driven by pedals for speed, slow brakes and steering handlebars. The bicycle wheel also has spokes to evenly distribute the movement forces around its center, or hub. Pedals generate power and accelerate the bike forward by rotating the wheels. The power is transmitted from the pedals to the wheels
with the drive chain. The forces acting on each tyre, such as the weight of the rider and the forces of road contact, braking and pedalling, have been diminished by the tension of the rays. The brakes work using a brake and spring cable, which absorb the forces of movement. The tires have different tread to add grip and friction, depending on the road surface. Gears and gearboxes allow cyclists to increase
their speed without having to pedal faster. You've probably seen a picture of the funny penny-farthing or high-wheeler bikes -- the ones with a huge front wheel and a small rear wheel. You may also have seen someone ride one in a parade or movie. These bikes became popular from the 1870s, but at the beginning of the century they were replaced by the safety bicycle. A 1900s or 1910s bike looks almost
exactly like any bike you see today. Today's bikes have two wheels of the same reasonable size, a couple of pedals in the center of the bike and then a chain that connects the pedals to the rear wheel. So why did penny-farthing bikes ever exist? In a penny-farthing bike, the pedals and front wheel are connected directly just as they are on a child's tricycle. This means that when you turn the pedals once,
the wheel spins once. This is a cheap way to build a bike, but it has a problem. Think of a child's tricycle. The front wheel may have a diameter of 16 inches (40 cm) or 16 * 3.14 = 50 inches (127 cm) in circumference. This means that every time a child on a tricycle pedals through a front wheel revolution, the tricycle moves forward 50 inches (127 cm). Let's say the child turns the front wheel at 60 rpm, or a
revolution per second. This means that the tricycle advances by 50 inches per second. This is only 2.8 miles per hour (4.5 km/h). If the child rides twice as fast, at 120 rpm, the trike moves at just over 5 miles per hour (9 km /h), and the child looks like his legs are about to turn off because 120 rpm is a lot of pedaling! If an adult wants to drive a tricycle at a reasonable speed, maybe 15 mph (24 km / h), and if
the adult does not want his legs to fly away, then the front wheel of the tricycle must be quite large. If the adult wants to ride at 60 rpm, the wheel must have a diameter of 84 inches - which has a diameter of 7 feet (more than 2 meters) ! The first thing that makes bicycles have gears is the fact that gears can reduce the wheel size from 7 feet in diameter to something reasonable. As described in the article
How gears, gears and gear gears work are a good solution to this problem. For example, if you put a gear with 42 teeth on the front chain wheel and a smaller gear with 14 teeth on the rear wheel, you have a transmission ratio of 3 to 1. Now the rear wheel can have a diameter of 84 inches / 3 = 28 inches (71 cm) - about the size of a normal bicycle wheel. This is a much safer approach. Advertising 1-32 of
32 How To Buy a Bicycle Buying a bike may seem like a simple task, but there is considerable consideration that Bicycle Wheel Truing Tips Bicycle wheel truing is essentially a process of re-alignment/adjusting the wheels of a bicycle to ensure it's a nice day and you decided to take a long and quiet bike ride. You ride happily when it happens -- your tire is flat. Or maybe your bike chain breaks. Instead of
cycling to the repair shop for an expensive visit, repair it yourself using the directions in this article. We will cover how to repair an apartment, repair a broken chain, completely replace a chain and repair or replace a ray. For each repair, we will provide practical details, useful illustrations and a list of the materials and tools necessary for the work done. We will also cover you how to fine-fine-fine-die on your
bike. Let's start with something that most bikers have experienced -- a flat tire. Continue to the next section for lowdown on this repair. For tips on how to care for and repair other types of sports equipment, try the following links: Explore Health Conditions A-Z News Coronavirus Diet &amp; Nutrition Fitness Beauty Mind &amp; Body Lifestyle Weight Loss Newsletter Promo Promo
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